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_ This workbook is about dialogue. Dialogue4s more
than a conversation among people. Dialogues encour-
age-learning, discussion, listening, and speaking.We
will look closely at all that is involved in talking to
people and discover a way to learn about each other .
and ourselves. Learning-about each other and our-

- ,
Selves builds a foundation for relationships, knowl-
edge,and strong communities.As we are learning,
We are also talking about issues that concern us
and hearing.our neighbors' views. Dialogue works
through the strategy of respectful, nonjudgritental,
speaking and listening to proyoke and; clarify our
own thinking :It connects our 'thoughts and selves
to the group engaged in dialogue. When we learn
and think together about issues, we are coming

o together in ways that build thefoundation of com-
munity:That is our goal in introducing dialogue in
this workbobk: Dialogue is a strategy for community

1 building.

1

,

Dialogues begin with a few people discussing an
issue of local concern. Structured dialogues are
organized by several groups including Study Circles
and the Kettering Foundation (see Appendix). In
this workbodk, we look at how we can, begin dia

logues in our own Communities by first examining-
, the ways in which we talk to one another.:

We consider the relationship between "talk" and
community: How does talking build relations? Hay
do we talk about community or community issues?
What kinds of talk build communities?

These are some of the things we work through -

together in this bodk.As you learn more about what
dialogue is, you are learning how to initiate and par-

,
ticipate in dialogues.You can_begin to talk among

_ friends, neighbors, co-workers, or fellow. members
of your bowling league, church, or PTA.You can

' decide what yo0 need to, talk about when you real=
ize how-talk can change what you think, what your
neighbors think,-and What all of you do.

1



,
We can start by looking,at "talk.7What is it? Is it all the same? What do we do when we talk tO ',each other?
What effect does it have on:the people engaged in it?

List four different kinds of talk and briefly desCribe them:

_ -
,

In the list week, did-you talk to someone you hadn't met before? A neighbor? A.fellow btis rider? What did.
you talk about?

.4

4

4
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Whatkitid of conversation would you say you had?
(Introductory? Friendly? Awkward ?)

How is this conversation different from one you
have with a neighbor you've known and spoken
with for a long time ?..

Is the_content of these conversations different ?-How
about the trine? Frequency? DOes it lead to anything,
such as a plan to meet agairixonsult some-one else,
Or ... what?

e -

Compare conversations with a_neighbor you meet
for the first time, a neighbor you've knownfor_a
lohg time; an old friend, a co-worker, and a relative.
Fill in the table on the next page and think about

what different-kinds of talk and different kinds of
people commonly come together in your life.

Differences among these conversations are part of
. why what we say and, the way we say it make things

happen.Yori make friends with welcOming words,
initiate projects with "office talk," and soothe a weary
pal with caring tones. Words are actions; talk is what
the philosopher Jain Searle calls "speech acts."

With all the different kinds of talk, and the impact talk has, what role does talking play in communities?
0. _Chooe two kinds of talk from the previous table and think about whether your conversations could affect

the wider community in any way ' .

o

o

1
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Getting'to know people around you is one way to
start building connections, and this could strengthen

I a community. How is "getting to know someone"
different fro-msdiscusgions-you have on local issues?
Think; about the kinds of talk you might have in a

I

o.

community meeting. Let's say there is an issue on
the table to build a new public transportation line
.through your part of town:-You are for the proposal.
How would you speak in the meeting?

Did you describe a way.ofspe-aking tht might be
called "debater' Were you concerned about present.:
frig your reasoned argumentS to people who oppoSe
your view and ConVincing.them that they are wrong
and you are right? Is this kind. of "debate" Cliff&ent
from relationship building or, "getting -to -know -you"

kind's of talk? How so or how not?
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While you may or may not find the kinds of talk dif- tening, fit into the conversations? Was what, rim
ferent, there is another aspect of talk that should , heard

,

be considered. Listening: What did the people who as important ...
oppose the proposal say? Can.yo'n heir their. argu-
ments ?'One influence on hoW.you talk is the topic less important ...

at hand,; but how you liSten is also an influence. equally important ...

In those situations you pia in the previous table, or as what you said?
' in general `,`relationship building talk," how; did lis

When getting to know someone, you may listen more closely to learn something from what they say about
theingelves.Think about what people opposing you on the transportation proposal might say,

6



What do you do with these arguments? Are you
hearing-them and 'simultaneously formulating a
response (refuting what ydu hear)? Are you hearing
only what you need to reinforce what you already
know (i.e., what you believe to be,people's erro-
neousvieWS,on why the proposal is not good)? ThtS

/ "type of speaking and listening is different from what
/ occurs when you are with a neighbor or friend.
/ What is -different? Is more at stake? Are yOu and

your ability to win the argument at ,stake, or is the
-fate of the transportation system more important? '

I Sometimes it may be hard to tell.
1_

I When>you talk to a friend or neighbor, do you also
sometinies,want to get your .point across and change
the way the person you are chatting-with:is think-
ing or acting? How does that affect what you hear a
frierid say?

0.62:ftemlybg zgafl U'Olc

HOW dOes what you. hear affect what you say? If talk- -

ing-does change or influence-yonrliStening, how
does your listening affect your talk? HoW do you,

'Listening is a key Component of dialogue preci5ely
because of the difference between the "debate" you
might have where you speak to prOve your point
and the listening you dO to learn abottt someone
efse. Next time you find yourself starting to "debate"
Or argue with someone, tell yOurself to stop. arguing.
When the other peisoh Makes a Point, rephrase it
in your ()NT words,.then reply.

Try this and.see if the .pace of the debate slows
down. Does the tetisionlevel h? Chances are
if"you-listen well enough to put the other person's
arguments into your own words, that person wilt
feel he or she is really being heard.Your, listening
becomes more accurate.You are not listening to
agree but to ensure clarity and respect.

When, all partiCipants in the conversation or dialOgue
talk and:listen, they may change each other's views,

.or their own.

speak to a person to whom you pay close attention
differently than one to whom you pay no attention?



You may have listed one of the above to character-,
. lie a conversation in which you listen carefully.

When you listen,iyou,show respect and regard for
the speaker and his or'her ideas.You focus your
thoughts, attentioneven your bodyon the per-:
sonspeaking. Such attention.and focus can affe&
the person speaking. If they: feel theitwords_are ,

'being attended to, they may-ant to be sure they

are' saying something wOrth 'the- atteniion.Th ey may
also,consider the person to whom they are speak
ing and.suittheir words, to *hat they knbw abbut
their listener.

Think about conversations you've had with some-
one looking yOu righr in the eye or nodding and
verbally affirming what you say (or shaking his or
her head); compare that to someone looking at his

,

or h'er watch or sighing and loOking off in the dis-
tan ce.What impact do these two "listening,sryles"
have on your talk?

.1-

.

'The effect a listener's fOcus and respect might have
on .your thoughts is speaker is important, but'so is
the effect listening. has On you when you dO it. Can
your thoughts or ideas remain clOsed and unaffected
Once'you really hear another's views? If you are

. ,

there to persuade others that your vievir is best. or -,

right, you willsspeak and listen in a particular way.
HOw would you speak or listen if you were there
for a 'different purpose, say, to simply hear, what
everyone has to say? ,

D

Does one of the things you might,do concern ques-
tioning? Would you be more likely to inquire about
others' views on a subject, that is, ask questions

rather than make statements? What happens when
you become a learner as opposed to-a persuader?

I

I

I

I



,As a learner, you turn other people into ones with
knowledge.Yoit recognize their expertise; you value
and respect them and what they have to offer. What

happens in your mind when you hear all this? What
happens to the people you talk to when they feel' 1

their thoughts are valued?

If you are not listening'in order to-argue against someone,, you are also
I not deciding whether everything they say is right or wrong. What is
I right or wrong? Is right what agrees with you and wrong what does

not? If you judge what someone says, you are not really hearing
everything-they Say; you are listening and-cominenting similltane-

_ .

'ously.You compartmentalize the speaker, and once he or she is in
that compartinent, you hear only what the compartment. says,
not what the person is saying._All the :work and noise of judging .

may make you miss .important information, and draw mistaken
cdnclusionS about the speaker's ideas. In any event, the ideas
are not considered or engagedthey are simply dismissed by _

your fixed views.

What if you suspended judgment and just listened?

Suspend Judgment

Listenirig and learning, all that we looked at above, require that
,

I- we suspend judgment. In order to hearivhat another persdn is saying, we 'Must, stop simnitaneously listen
1 I: ing and judging or responding to what we hear. If we want to listen in order to learn, we cannot judge what

we heat. Suspending jUdgment is one of the critical components of dialogne.Tite_ learning experience of a
dialogue is what enables us, after informative discussions, to make informed, constructive judgments.

1

1
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When two or more people speak, it is not jUst, an
exchange of words. It is whole encounter among
speakers.Wheri you speak to-others, it affects you: .
at the very least, your thoughts are no longer-con-
mined inside-your head.Youtry to affect others by
persuading them to-See your point of view, getting ,

themlo like you, or making them listen.,

Listening, talking, and conversing can affeet what
we think and' who we are.Talking and listening in
Ways'thaf-traiisform,our, thoughts and heighten the
connections among people are what makeconver-
sations become dialogue..

Your internal thought piocesSes are' influenced at
the same time your participation is influencing other

-," people's thouglits.You create a connection or rela-
tionship that did not exist before. Continuous Mutual'

,

influences push the conversation on and link your -

thoughts and ideas more closely with others'.
,

Vbm and MverVgne ,

AS we saw previously, there. are obstacles to
kind of mutual influenteS.that some kinds of talk-
ing and listening enable. Probing further into ways
in Which We'speak and listen, let's think about what
we do in conversations that encourage, ra' ther"than
hinder, mutual influencing.

4

Think,abont yourSelf in relation to several people
who have come together to discuss an. issue.You,
are A collection of individuals. Some people in the'
room may agree with-yoiir view on the issue; oth-
ers may not. What is your purpose inparticipating
in'the-disclisSion?

As people listen to, learn froth, and inforth one
another, they participate in a process that embodies
the 'following:

CollectiVe inquiry

. Mutual discovery

New personal and group understanding

What can happen,, as you are-learning and listening
together? If your thoughts are affected by What you

.

hear, your-conversatipn partner's thoughts would 'ASO
be affected. Not only do you each- change your own
minds, but the new thoughtS are the result of the :
interaction betweenyoU:Anew Understanding, is
reached that is not the resultof yoU or the other

..ispeaker-/listener(s) alOne, but of yOur mutual
involvement.

This: is dialogue.

io

15
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Brown (1995)-has learned key ways that dialogue
enhances the capacity of individuals to work together
as a collaborative team:

Learning to listen as an ally,-listeriifig for collec-
tive group and individual understanding

Increasing our skills of inquiry by asking questionS
from a place of "genuine not knowing!!

Allowing the time and space to finish a thought

Allowing for thoughts in real time that are fresh,
-passionate, and alive.,

Finding value in time to think and reflect

Granting oihers the respect of beiriganauthoriti7-
about their own thoughts and feelings

Noticing our own internal respOnses without
needing to actually reSpbnd

Building an "open space" where the consideration-
of diverse pefspectives can build a."powerful
mosaic of common understanding"

Learning to be provoked without cloSing down
and to consider- the ideas that-provoke us as well

-as those that echo our own interests

Learning to listen deeply without the urge: to fix,
counter, or argue

Noticing the nature of our own thinking

Developing the capacity to move into difficult
issues with-out becoming "hooked" into them

What do yint see in that; list that tells you something
unique about dialOgue?

16



All the-differences among dialogue and other kindS
of talk are significant. BelOW is a comparison of dia-
logue and discussion:

Dialogue

Builds common Understanding because it allows
us to see the hidden meanings in 'our Own com-
munications

Requires a suspension of judgment to'work

Enables the building of collective or Shared
meaning

.

Discussion .

Can grow from disagreernent and lack of under-
standing

Often leads to positions of advocacy, competi7
tion, and effiiits to convince others of what is
correct

Is always about some specific issue;, roblem, or
solution

.

One way to look at the difference is to thinkof the
outcome. Discussions can Maintain two separate
views. Dialogues work to create interconnections
in thoughts, ideas, and understanclings.They aim,
to forge connections and unity among individuals.

When you are thinking, speaking, and listening 10
,others, transformations occur at several different
leels.The transformation in your own thought is .,
mirrored in the transformation in your dialogue ;-
partner's thought. Significantly, when people's ideas
change. thrbugh thiS-kind of nonjudgmental interac-
tion, the change cannot affect individuals alone.The

_changes link the individuals with 'bonds that are
Strong and sitstainableA tightly connected group.
is formed that can produce amazing results, with all
their energies pooled together. For Bohm, and Peat
(1991), dialogue has the potential to tratiSform a
collection of individuals holding diVerse opinions
and beliefs into a cohesive groupsharing a common

-pool of knowledge and-Meaning. Such a. transforma-
tion creates a capacity-'for groups and organizations
to learn together.

, -
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U21 Changes -'the 'WgrrIki

Is there a separate kind of talk that Changes things?,
Didn't we agree that listening to your friend's sorrow-
or greeting a neighbor has "real" results? Connecting
with a neighbor creates ties within a place that can
transform it from an urban wasteland to a village.
Without forcing an opinion or "making a point," you
have really had an effect on another person.-

Dialogue IS different froM other kinds of talk that
affect you and the world around you; the prehiises
on which it is based are specific and important
differences. , :

Look-at the folloWing list of Some particular attri:
butes of dialogue.

There are two key aspects to talk that we have been
discussing here. We have been focusing more on
how talk affects the people talking and listening
and less on the content of the talkwhat people:
talk about. Dialogue approaches talk in a. particular:
Way so that important ties and relationships develop,
but if also is designed to ensure that everyone has a
chance to voice his of her opinions on impohant
issues.

While we are talking and listening we are learning
important: things about the issue, as Well as the peo-,
ple with whom we are talking. Instead-of believing
we had all the answers to begin with, we open oii-r
minds to all sides and beconae informed and con-
nected.With the informers.

Emphasizes natural flow of conversa-
tion and ideasT

Emphasizes whole-group learning

Can be used with any size group

Individual work' is internal; examining
one's own assumptions in relation to
the topic under discussion

Length and frequency of Meetings tend
to be flexible and of law interpersonal
intensity

Focuses. on thinking process and how
we arrive at our assumptions /beliefs
What is my position on that idea and
how did I come to belieVe it?

Seeks to ,give us new insight into hOw
we think and use language
to express our beliefs,
which; leads toward
shared understanding
and a '"common"
thinking process

d
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Suspension of judgment and listening----these are-
important, but what does, dialogue achieVe? Trans-
formations of people and groups; the creation of a,
foundation:for continued work as a strongly bonded
community. IS who is "talking or what is being talked

.about more important?

Cow ertilt asucliocP ,ReEleatOgrfalibp

We haVespoken here of the possible and common
"Outcomes" of dialogue as opposed to. its goals,This
language-is intentional because specific goals such

as are effected by ballot measures or Signature carn-
paigns _are not what is intended by dialogue.

Dialogue mayserV'e different purposes depending oh
the context and participants' expectations. SOthe of
these purposes may have more to do with the con-
tent-or information being discussed;while another
purpose may be developing ielationships and get-
ting to know the peoPle in the community. Often;
both purposes may be served at the same time: '

INCLUSIVE
.

.

DO2Cdpaa 2S carnyeragingn.
_

cooperative, tolerant spirit

helps build mutual understanding

internally directed

Promote respect 'across'differences

relationship focused V-
,

.

. .

2120gpas z$ Mcp8OPy
.

answer questions

solve problems r

working to achieve consensus

externally directed
_.issues focused '

,

.

ADOafIgigua 2$ clebsIte .
.

.

competitive

focus on identifying- contrasting
merits of a position_ .

generate new information
_

promote better arguments.
.

,

1

.

. IDO2Oggaae ps MstvogtO©n

move dialogue toward defmite
conclusion .

use of questions to lead learner to new"
conceptual understanding

supportive learning environment,

,

_ .

14
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Purpose
_

Relationship- ,

Knowledge .

Structure

R'ole of _

Participant
Type of...Dialogue

.

Build understanding
andand relations

Inclusive-Diyergent Equal status,:
reciprocal roles

.
COnversation :

,

Solve problems Inclusive-Convergent Same
.

Inquiry

Understand different
arguments and .
positions ,

Critical-Divergent -' . Same
I

Debate
.

,

'. Conceptual growth
of novice ,

.

.

: Critical-Convergent _ Unequal, expert,
and novice '

_

Instruction

Sometimes dialogue has what is in effect an
intended goal.Where individuals_ come together to
think,. discuss, and reflect on a specific topic or y
issue in Order to make decisions about emerging
Choiceg, dialogue is goal-oriented. For example, a
school staff may come together with representa-
tives Of-various community groups to talk about
how Students'migbt learn through community ser-
vice oppOrtunifies.

In other cases, dialogue May have no dearly defined
goal. participants may not know eXactly-wheies they
are heading or hoW the dialogUe will be meaning-
ful.They may have' come together to explore and
diseusS the purpose of schooling or what it means-
-to live well in a rural community. Unlace the of .

identifying ays students can learn in the commu-. _
nity, the foeus on "purpose" or on liVing well" haS
no intended or expected result except to gain indi-
vidual and group knowledge and insight.

,These different types of dialogue and outcomes are
arranged in the table on the previous,page.We use
the terms "inclusive,""diYergent,""convergent," and

. "critical" to define the Miter limits of a range across
which different types of dialogue may be found;
depending on whether an array Of ideas or
is sou

:15



The "inclusive - critical" dimension shotvs whether
-the dialogue fOduses on building* understanding, a
sense of belonging, and inclusiveness, or whether it
focuses, on understanding. Of content such as *a con-

.

cept or kpoSition-on an issue.

The divergent -convergent dimension Shows Whether
the dialogue aims'at creating a diVersity of ideas,
opinions, or expressions, or .whether it seeks to
-narrow ideas down toward a single conclusion.

--For example, dialogue as conversation tendseto be-
- divergent, where multiple beliefs; values, and points
of view are encouraged and nurtured in order to
develop, mutual Understanding and positive relation:
ships. Conversation is inclusive. It seeks to create a

climate of support, where participants feel safe in
expressing their beliefs. -'

Dialogue as instruction focuses On. the develOpinent
of knowledge or conceptual understanding:Ibis
form of dialOgue is often referred, to as Socratic,
Dialogue, where one person in the dialogue seeks
to lead Others toward a conchision through the use,
-of give-and-take-questioning. Unlike other forms of
instruction, dialogue requires greater participation
and engagement of the learner.As a result, it is often

, -
more Motivating than traditional forms of teaching
such as direct instruction or lecturing.(Goldenberg
& Gallimore, 1991).

,C8c@versedi6n
(i.e., talkingtogether)

,DaDOEDeveagri
(i.e., reflectinw on course of action)

. Suspension
(internal listening; reserving judgment

and seeking undestariding)

Dialogue
(sharing and analyzing :personal and group

assumptions; building common ground)

- Meta ogue
(thinking and feeling as whole group;

shared understanding)

I'

.,DiscUssion
(engage reasoning and

public judgnient)

Reasoning
(engage in Personal and group

reasoning and judgment)

Debate.
(engage iii argument by discuSsing

opposing viewpoints)

6 21
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Each form of dialogueserves a difierenepurpose,
I yet they are all interrelated and require certain con-

ditions to be successful'. For example; if yourpur-
pOse is to-build Understanding and relations, then
iron would likely_begin with "dialogue as conversa-
tion," to reflect inward on participants' beliefs and
assumptions.o:

This,form bf dialogue can. only occur when partici-
pants assume roles of.equal status. For example, see
the box. below:

A key thing to keep in mind is the difference

I

betWeen dialogue,-as we define it here, and col-liver-.

sation.The following box displays the "natural.' pro-;
gression of a conversation. Note how, conversation

.,

can lead to divergent outcomes.

The following two scenarios .illustrate how indiidu-'
als engaged in conversation Make choices that can
lead to Unproductive discussion and debate or'to a

_

dialogue that can enhance understanding and the
potential for collective decisionmaking and action.

A school staff sits In a circle having a cohversation
about how children learn best. In Scenario One, the
conversation begins by an initial sharing of personal
information that quickly moves toward debate.

- .

Martin: I began teaching 25 years ago and, during that time, I have found.students learn
e

:best when the teacherlias,clear control of instruction. Too often I have seen students fall
behind because there was no clearly defined authority in the classroom. Students shbuld
not allowed to talk. or Move-freely around the classroom without regard to the adthor-
it3r of the teacher.

Sandra: (Sandra thinks to herself:: Martin will never change; he doesn't believe students
can do anything without' being told by the- teachei.. I can't let this pass by.) F-Ioir, are stu-
dents to learn responsibility unless,. they are given the chance to assume some authority
for their own learning?' In my ,classroom, students choose various learning centers based
on their interests..

Anna. I agree with Martin. If we don't direbtlY control learning in the classroom,' students
Will slip between the cracks and we will come under -fire from the community.

Mike: (Thinks to self:. I am not sure how students learn best, but being a first: year
teacher, I am keeping my mouth shut.)

Sandra fails to catch herself and dives right into a,
0 discussion \with Martin. Once -doWn the road of dis-

0: cussion,Arina fmds hetself siding'with Martin:and a
debate begins: If emotions rtin high, one can imag-

the a staff conyersation_becoming quickly polarized
around who is right, with-little understanding being

_

achieyed.

22
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In Scenario Twb, Sandra takes more time lo reflect
on how she will respond and what she wants to
achieVe in the group .The supportive tone of the

conversation opens up the dialogue, and Mike
shares his thdughtg.

Martin:d began teaching 25 years agO and, during that time, I have found students learn
best'when he teacher has clear control of instruction. Too often I have_ seen students fall
behind because there was no defined authority in the classroom. Students should not be
allowed to talk or move freely around the classroom without- regard to the authority of
the teacher.

Sandra: (Sandra thinks to herself: Martin will,never change; he doesn't believe' students
can do anything without-being told by the teacher., I am really reacting. to his comments;
I need tosruspend judgment, and try to understand where, he is coming from.) I have seen
classrooms where kids seem to be out of control, talking and moving around without pur-
pose. But I have also seen classrooms where students and teachers move freely but with
clear purpose and where plenty:.of learning takes place. 'In may classroom, I have sched-
uled project 'time where students work in teams..

Anna: (Anna to 'self: I tend to agree with Martin. I wonder how Sandra controls students
during project time? 'Maybe my fear of losing control leads me to.believe like. Mike.) In

-my classroom, I like to knOw that each stncient'is learning the skills they will need `in
order to. be successful in...the-next' grade. My, job is,to 'make sure they have learned.,

Mike: (Thinks to:self: I am not sure" how students learn best, but I feel there needs to be
purpote and directions and d that may vary with different students.). I often struggle with.how
to best help students learn. Don't, you feel there needs to be purpose and direction. in stu-
dent learning, and that may vary with -different students?

Sandra reflects on her own thoughts and reactions
to Martin. In.the spirit of dialogue, she suspends
judgment in favor of trying to_understand Martin's
point of view. Anna begins to reflect on why she

, agrees with Martin's approach to learning. Because
-Sandra,Anna, and Maitin chciose to slow clown and'
examine their though6 and assumptions; the con
versation moves toward improved understanding

18

of individual assumpticins about learning. Because
there is a genuine effort to listen and understand;
Mike feels comfortable about-sharing his point. of
view. If this dialogue were to continue, One can
imagine a Set 'of attitudeS more conducive to posi-
tive, collective change than what one might expect
in Scenario One. Scenario TWo could lead to whaI
Schein (1993) calls metatogue.
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In a study of successful multiage educa-
tional ,programs, Miller (1991) describes
how staff and parents at Concrete Ele-
mentary School began their efforts: to
improve student learning by engaging
in various forins of dialogue, beginning
with conversation and extending to other
forms as staff and parents explored.
multiple learning approaches through
reading, classroom observation, work- '
shops, and informal discussion's. As dif-
ferent groups of parents and teachers
explored instructional approaches such
as cooperative learning and multiple

:intelligences they brought their ideas
back to the school where they were
debated in order to determine the best
fit. with the community and school. As
instructional -ideas matured and began
to take shape, other concerns such as
scheduling emerged. Teams formed to
inquire into how other schools of simi-
lar demographics planned and organized
their, instructional day.

ThiS is not to say that discussion does not haVe a-
place in group work. However, for discussion to be
successful, it needs to grow fioni a level of trust and
-openness and reflect the collective interests of the
group as opposed to the interests of individuals or
subgroups pushing'their own agendas. If we take a
path to dialogue rather than discussion, what then
does the path of dialogue look like? What is each
step of:the way?



Schein (1993) has found that the path of dialogue According to Schein (1993), helping to 'maintain, the
speedS up the development of group cohesion perSonal fools by drawing on it to illustrate impor I

beeause it creates psychological safety, nurturing . tant points' can be accomplished by. the facilitator.
individual and group change. However, for dialogue The facilitator has one of the most iniportant roles
to be successful, individuals must be motivated with to play in creating a dialogue. Let's look at this role
a desire to work together.This desire must be strong- more closely.
enough to overcome the competitive hunger'to win
ovefothers_or prove one is right. Dialogue evolves

` Ithrough four general stages whether in formal orga
nizatioits such as,schools, corporations, and labor 7
unions or in less formal situations such as rural

-cointhunity'gr' oups, neighborhoOds,,Or among peo-
ple simply interested in learning about each, other.
Each stage:can be characterized as an increasingly
conscious environment of inquiry (Isaacs,.1993):

20
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Stage Common Pattern

Invitation -

and
Initiatiori
to the' ,

Dialogrie
Process

.Commonly Held Feelings

A group of 15 to "40 agree- There is interest and curios-
to sit =in a circle and partici- ity, often with an expecta-
pate in a conversation tion about goal and,.., .

about their diverse per-,, purpose.
spectives and deSire for
improved experience.

Desired Outcomes

Decision'to persist and
continue the dialogue.

Instability -Climate becomes unstable_
and Conflict as diverse atfitudes and

assumptions emerge.
EXtreme views get. stated
and defined. Subgroups -
form anddefend posipcins
and beliefs. Individuals may
seek to control or direct
the group.

Lack of clear direction an
purpose result in frustra-

,
tion, anxiety, and annoy;
ance.Anger may bubble rip,
as'assrimptions are que-s
tioned or challenged.

-.Individuals begin. asking, -
themselves: What is this I
am hearing? What does it,
mean? What is -my position
or attitude? What can 'I
learn if I-slo7 down, sus-
pend judgment, and listen?.

1.-
1=

Suspension

Collecthie
EXploration

Individuals slow down
their reactions and pay
attentiOn to their thoughts.
the groUp begins _to take
on a collective approach
to inquiry._

Individuals and the group
Move beyond blockages
and liinitatiOns.The group
is able to think and act col: ,

lectively, taking on new
areas' of uncertainty.

,Feelings of trust toward
one another and the process
etneige.Iticreasedleelings
of coherence and sense
of communitl', are felt.

Feelings of collective
energy, well-being, and
a 'spirit of group inquiry
haVe deVeloped.

People learn to suspend
judgment and listen to their
thoughts.Ta'cit assumptions
and perceptions beeothe
malleable:

-. People- develop a group
consciousness and new
levels of, intelligence,
creativity, and energy.
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A major goal'of facilitationis.to set' the stage for did-
_

:logue so, participants catch themselves at the point
of deliberation, suspend their reactions, and head
down the road toward productive dialogue.

At the MIT Dialogue Project, the facilitator plays
a crucial role in starting up: and sustaining'a dia-
lOgue 'group ovettime.Wheri starting up a. group;,
the following activities have been found helpful
(Isaacs, 1993);

Organize The physical space to be as nearly a
circle as possible.This helps create a sense of
equality

Introduce the concept of, dialogue and ask peo-,
.

ple to reflect on any dialogue-like experiences
they may have had.' .

Have people share with their neighbor the char-
' acteristics of that experience.

Ask group members to share what made for goad
comniunications-during those experiences-and
record these on a flip chart.

Ask the group to reflect on these charaCteristiCs
by having each person in turn talk about his or
her reactions.

Let the conversation flow naturally once_every-:
one has commented (this requires one-and-a-half
to two hours or more).

Intervene as necessary to clarify or ellicidate:

Close the session by asking everyone to com-
ment in whatever way they choose.

. - .

The role of facilitator is not one Of leader
or expert. Role status does not give any
particular grotip or individual special
rightS or privileges. Being placed in an
expert role is counterproductive because
-it redirects, responsibility from partici-
-pants to the facilitator. Further, expert'
roles divert the group away from devel-
oping cohesion and collective inquiry .

and understanding.

Brown's (1995) suggestions to facilitators create
the initial conditions' that contribute to a successful
dialogue:

Send readings in advance that can put people in
a frame of mind receptive to dialogue

Engage individuals-in reflective writing

Create a setting that is cairn, conducKre t6 reflec-
don, and awayfroth the fray of daily activities and
routines

Ofganize individuals around a table or circle that
gwes them a sense of shared leadership where
they can see, listen, and be heard more completely
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How individuals choose to behave also contributes
to the success Of a dialogne.,Since dialogue differs
from many other forms of group work, it is helpful

_ to provide some guidelines for deepening partici-
pant 'understanding of the dialogne process. Brown
(1995, p.10) offerS the following guidelines to help

-- participants think and respond in ways that con-, - ,

-, tribute to a successful dialogue:

-; Speak from the heart-and the moment, and from
your Own experience; listen from'the community,
from the collective

Listen without thinking about respOnding

Listen for information, not confirmation

Begin thinking in terms Of "I wonder ... "or
"Where I am on this issue now is ...."

. Allow for silence; it may mean people are think-
ingreonsidernig

Suspend assumptions and consider altetnative
ones that might be just as useful

AsSirme that the ideaS and observations of othets
Come from a desire to contribute,'

Expect that ideas build upon each other even'
if they don't link logically one the other

-Remember that difference of opinionfcan be
helpful, because it sharpens' our understanding

Move away from Conclusions and toward obser-
vations; notice what you are noticing, and what
meaning you are making of it

SometinieS in c,omirninication, less is better, and
sloWly is fine

6

..

Isaacs (1993)(1993) presents a similar, bin less detailed; list: ,

'Suspend assumptions and certainties

Observe the observer
,

Listen to your listening

Slow down the inquiry

Be atvare, of thought

Befriend Pblariz-a.tiOn
, ,

Both Brown'S (1995) and.Isaacs' (1993) suggestions
focus on self-awareness, being able to Stand back
and obServe and listen to One's self. Isaacs" especially
believes cases of polarized thinking proyide oppor:
tunnies to explore our aSsurnPtiOns.These opportu- ,

fifties show us certainties in our assumptions, about
experience that cut us off from further. inquiry and
understanding,,

Sometimes during dialogue it is helpful to use
graphic images as wellAs 'verbal language to develop
deeper undetstanding-and 'clarifyindiviaVal and
group thinking. Brown (1995) asked a group she
was-working with to draw pictutes' of their individ-
ual visions of group as a learnirig community. By_ .
sharing their pictures-, individuals and the giptiP had
the Opportunity to combine words with,pictures,
thus deepening their individual and collective

. _

awareness.



Isaacs ,(1993) describes how an impasse between
steelworkers and managers cleared up when the
dialogue facilitator graphically mapped the 'conflict
pattern andliosted it on a N6.11. Participants' were
then giveh the opportunity to reflect on the map
and decide whether to continue the'pattern.They
agreed. to end it, but old patterns-die hard. Interest-

, ingly, the same conflict appeared again, but this
time, Isaacs:sayS,"several in the group pointed (liter-

. ally) to:the map, andthen to the people; it dawned
on them and, others that therwere caught in the-
same back-eddy of the Stream of thought",(p.'36).

Successful dialogue reflects a willingness to partner.
and cooperate in the face of likely disagreement,
confusion, failure, and misunderstanding. Persisting
in the face.of such diScord requires mutual respect,
trust; and concern. Burbules (1993) offers. three
rules, he has fOund to be essential if dialogue is,to
be successful.These gUidelines suggest that all par--
ties to a dialogue need to play an active role in .

order for the process to work:

The Rule of Participation,

If dialogue is to lie edifying-or instructive, it requires
the participation of all participants.This means there
must be opportunities for engagement, questioning,.
trying out new ideas, and hearing diverse points of
view in an inclusive atmosphere. Individuals Must,
not only be free to speak without coercion, but
they must. also be willing to speak in order to
move the dialogue forward.

The Rule of Commitment

Participants must be willing to persist in the fate-of
an uncertainty of direction.They must be willing to
perSist.in the face of differences of ()Pinion and
beliefs and seek to -understand others' points of
view, thoughts, and feelings and the experiences
that underlie them.They must also have faith in a
process whereby' one-is willing to disclose one's
'undeiiying reasons, feelings, and motivations when
asked. For example, this might Mean that a parent
raises a question with a teacher who seems intoler-
ant'of parents who question, teachers' authority. This
. ,
could also apply to teachers 'who raise questions ,

with' the school principal.

The Rule"of Reciprocity

Because dialogue is essentially about relations, all
participants must appreciate the importance of
maintaining qUality communication and'the condi-
tions that sustain it. Communication must be recip-
rocal, where mutual trust, tespect,and concern,
regardless-of one's position or status, typify the con-
ditions of the'dialogue(Burbules, 1993, pp' 80-83).

1 24
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What do you see as the most significant featureS of successful dialogue? What would happen if they were
not present or- lourishing?

What else is likely to interfere'with the development of a dialogue?

1

3U
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. If the conditions for success discussed_earlier.do
not prevail, what happens? If an equal playing field
is-not created, will dialogue fail? Below we look at
obstacles to building successfUl dialogue.

The following table presentS behaviors that can
-lead to negative results for each of the types of.dia-
logue. Interestingly, each condition reflects an
extreme or excess of .a- desired behavior.

-

For example, in dialogue as conversation, self-
expression and disclosure are important behaviors
that help develop-understanding. However, when
they-become excessive, they reduce self-reflection
and can become self- serving.They may impede
opportunitieS for everyone to be heard.

Dialogues break down when communications and
relations cease to be cooperative and equal and
when participants fail to act with commitment. For
example, difierences-df authOrity and status create
a restrictive-environment where people do not feel
free- to talk openly and honestly with one another.
Breakdown can also oCcur when people go through
the motions of dialogue in a mechanical way, talking .

and acting appropriately, but without deep Ono-
tional commitment to share their beliefs or try to
understand those of others. Petit (cited in fiurbules,
1993) summarizes the causes of breakdown' as, "not
taking seriously what one says oneself, what the
other says, or what constitutes, the object of the
diseusion" (p. 145). Marcondes_

(cited, in Burbiiles1993) also describes factors that
can bring a. dialogue to a standstill:'

Manipulation, misinterpretation of intentions,
opposition to goals in communication, contra-
diction between diVergent aims in performing
speech acts ..., interruptions ....As if in corn-
niurfication we really had to 'decipher and
interpret some secret intention of our inter-
locutor, whose objective is-to try to hide some-
-thing from us or mislead us by what he says.
(p: 145).

. -
Marcondes suggests that thestispicion of 'a hidden
agenda is as deStrUctive to:the development of
understanding as actually having a hidden agenda.
Parties to a dialogue need to enter the conversation
with'intentions of honest and equitable communi-
cation. Of course, personal and organizational histo-
ries can hamper such positive intentions. For.
example, where rural teachers have experienced a
succession of administrators, each with an agenda
for change, suspicion and skepticism del;elop, mak-
ing open dialogue difficult (Miller;1991). Seldom do
efforts to change schools begin with an open dia-
logue about the purpose, direction, or nature of,the

.1

1

1

4

changes.The Annenberg Rural Challenge may be-
one of the first national efforts to reform eduCation
by requiring that all - constituents of the community
have a voice: parents, students, teachers, administra-
tors, businesses, and so forth. ,' , 4
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Dialogue Type Conditions that Can Lea'd to Negative Results

Conversation When the conditions of self-apression and disclosure become excessive and any-

Inquiry

Debate

Instruction

thing can be said, but not questioned.

In the effort to find the "right" solution or answer, individuals can rush too quickly
toward agreement, thus damaging conditions that Make dialogue work.

. .

Debate can become toe, aggressive and competitive; thus hindering conditions that
could lead to new insight and clainagingselations.,Can also become direct and con-
frontational. ; ,-

-Can become too controlling and manipulative, thus restricting open investigation.
For example, when 'an individualds singled out and subjected to a rigorous ques-
tioning in order to,obtain the right answer.

(Adapted from Burbuld, 1993, pp. 1242128.)

.

_ -
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In order to make community dialogues work,-we
must first overcome obstacles to speaking up. In

o, more formal settings' such.as schools, community
orgarlizatioris;or businesses, the social dynamic's are
different from those of neighbors talking over the
fence: They are affected by:

Power and status relationships

'I'. Institutional structures
A

Competition for resources

'Role hierarchy

You may behesitant to speak in a large group or to
engage in'caSual conversation with your boss.Yet,
theSe formal settings are places in which we vitally
need to.speak to One another. Conflicts such as
labor-management disputes; teacher strikes, friCtion.
over hOw to best' serve students, and Over environ-
mental and economic development needs arise'in
part because factions evolve and become isolated
from one another. Most often such conflicts begin,
with histories and assumptions that have hardened
into polarized positions. Opposing parties debate
the 'merits of their respective cases.

27



First, make a list of people you would like to invite to a dialogue.-

:W.1100 ID© z Ry
(

I

a

-7

-

na

HOw will you meet? What will you do? Your first steps might be to go through this workbook together Then
I

the large group, may want to break d6wn into smaller groups and begin discussion.,

How woad you choose the topic for discussion? 1

1

1

I

I

.4
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Where would you meet?

How would you try to avoid some of the obstacles to dialogue? -

The following pages are designed as a log in which
you can record your dialogue sessions and reflect
on what you are learning, how yOusare speakirig,
and whether.relationships are forniing.After each
session; think about-these kinds of accomplish-

.

ments.After the conclusion of all.fne sessions,
reflect on the-wider, Morefar-reaching accOmplish-
'thents.What kind of foundation for ongoing action
has been laid? What are yOu and your dialogue part-

,

ners prepared to create?
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Study Circles is an organiZation sponsored by the The one defined goal of Study Circles is deliberation,
Topsfield Foundation. Study Circles are highly orga.,, though circles often lead-to political or social action.
nixed groups of 5 -15 people who-attend a series of Results of dialogue embody the idea that to under-
Meetings during which they engage in dialogues stand is to act (Study Circles Resource Center, 1995).
about locally significant-issues.the organization is

Study Circles may deal With-a range of issues includ-
an informal, practical, and effective way to promote . -

mg community development/revitalization, race
adult learning and social change, rootediiii civic

relations, community leadership, education, crime
movements of the 19th century All, involvement

and violence, substance abuSe, and homelessness.
is voluntary. and.participatory. Study Circles:

They may also concern themselves with national
Assist participants in confronting challenging

, and international issues such as the death penalty,
issues and in making difficult choices foreign policy (in conjunction with Deliberative .

Engage citizens in ublic and organizational con- Democracy Network of East Central Europe), abor-
-cerns, bringing ,the wisdom of ordinary citizens tion rights (in conjunction with the Common '

_ to bear on difficult issues -Network for Life and Choice), labor dis-
Promote cooperation and participation .putes (in conjunction with the George Meant' Cen-'

ter. for Labor Studies and the AFL-CIO DepartmentCreate small-group ,democracy in action, based
on equal participation of EduCation), and, sustainable agriculture.

Enable collaborative efforts to address public
problems

Define citizenship broadly and actively
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Another organization that'Proniotes" community dia-
logues is the Kettering. Fotindation,Which operates .

on the belief that citizens must set directions for
polity, and: work collaboratively. Public ownership
and support can Vbe achieved by getting peciple
ing. Kettering defines the goals of its dialOgues as logue relies on an initial community group that is
follbws: responsible` for outlining and writing-up topics for

TO encourage peOple to learn abotit public issues discussion. This group is responsible for what Ket-

and to grapple with choices about how to tering terms "framing" the:issue.While they work,
address thein,. on a brOad range of local, national, and international

Kettering's goals are similar to' Study Circles' in that
they promote discussion, universal participation, -
and deepening understandings as opposed to spe-
cific actions or outcomes. Kettering differs front
Study Circles in that their process of creating'dia-

To help people identify and undertand the deep
concerns that underlie public issues

- To move the community toward common gronnd
.about how to move ahead on issues

I ,_

issues, Kettering dialogues:

'Should be of concern to a' broad spectrum o
community members,

Should require choices but not hiVe clear
answers

Should require collabOrative effort to be effee-
tively addressed

May be those that could not be resolved' in the
past and need a new approach.

Some specific issues for whiCh gibups have used-

To engage people in a way that is meanin
I to them . .

.

, TO offer a -way of looking at complex issues that
I does not try to, oversimplify them ino"yes" or

"no" questions - , , '
I To empower people to talk about and act on
I public issues the issues frameVork approach include:

I
To strengthen problem solving skills among citi- LoCal/National: rural development;' environmental

education; adult literacy; state taxation ,

International:The Chilean Democratic- Movement
,

zens and their leaders

To improve the quality of public talk in your
community

To make sure that public discussions' reflect "a
broad range of views

33
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A third group, which works under the auspices of - sound when people accept the consequences of
the Kettering Foundation, is the National ISsues their actions.
Forum (NIF).They work to: '

Promote democratic politics with the belief that-
democracy is not influencing officials, but rather
making tough decisions about what we as people
should do. Real public influence lies in the pub-

-lie's ability to make choices about purposes and
girections-for their comm. unities-and country

Promote public forum s that are more dialogue
than debate, allowing people to weigh all OptiOns
'for action as well as views of others.Allow people .,

to explore -and test ideas, not just score points.
Remove emotions associated with politics.,

Foster- economic development.A goal of the
forums is economic development, but the NIF
believes that "a healthy civic life generate's a - .

, . healthy economy."

The NIF also has a.defined goal of deliberation: "The
deliberative process involves people listening to,
one another as,opposed to a speaker; making choices
as opposed to gathering inforination; maintaining
civility and a diversity of viewS.The process includes '
broad participation, a willingness to consider oppos-
ing arguments, and an openness to, reexamining ini-
hal dpiniOns:Progress is made in clarifying various
pointS of view and in bringing out pros, cons, and
trade-offs.Of different dpproaches.The focus is on
publiC themes and values evokedby an issue:

Dialogues do not elect anyone to office and do not
advance any special' interests, but they do have a
political effect of the most basic kirid.They create a
public and turn private individuals into public cid-- .

zens.They help set directions for governments and
build a common ground of shared purposes for
public action. The public makes choices, and these
choices make public policy by defining what the
public considers to be in the public intereSt of a
democraCy:These choices must grow out of reflec-

_ ;non and '.a shared sense of political reality and are

NIF deliberations-are, designed to help transform
ever-changing mass opinions into more integrated
and shared judgments.

Each year the NIF focuses on three issues and pub-
lishes information books to frame discussions on
those issues.The NIF has covered:

Local/National:

Drug abuse

=Racism

Education
Environmental protection',

Comniunity development

Poverty
=Illiteracy

=Ddmestic violence

34

=Alcoholism (also a part of international
programs)

Economic development '(also 'a part ofinterna-
. tional programs)"

International:

Regaining the edge in the world eConbhly

International conflicts (Soviet-U.S.,Afghanistan,
Arab-Israeli, Southern-Africa, Central America,
Cainbodia)
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